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SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, June 11, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Soutron Global,

an internationally recognized provider

of information management solutions

for corporate libraries and digital

archives, today announced the

availability of a new podcast episode

discussing the importance of auditing

AI usage within organizations, hosted

by John Connolly, MLS, PMP, with special guest Robin Rebollo, an innovative consultant and

information professional.

As artificial intelligence continues to reshape industries, it is imperative for organizations to

It's the misinformation area

that information

professionals have been

struggling with for years

now could end up

accelerating with machine

learning.”

John Connolly, MLS, PMP

scrutinize their AI usage. In this insightful episode, Robin

Rebollo, with over 25 years of experience in information

management, libraries, and knowledge management,

delves into the significance of auditing AI. Robin has a

robust background in assisting legal and corporate clients

in negotiating software as a service (SaaS) contracts and

optimizing subscriptions. She has implemented

customized programs through knowledge consultancy and

managed information services for top law firms and

corporations. The focus of the interview is on her work

auditing how organizations that provide legal research

information use artificial intelligence.

Robin discusses the essential aspects of AI auditing, focusing on how legal organizations and law

firms can ensure their vendors have risk management practices in place. The conversation

emphasizes five key principles: human oversight, transparency, fairness, data privacy, and

security. These principles are vital for mitigating risks associated with AI usage, such as

misinformation and "hallucinations" produced by AI systems.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.soutron.com
https://www.soutron.com/en_us/podcast/
https://www.soutron.com/en_us/legal-library-automation-software/


Regarding AI hallucinations, Robin emphasizes that: “The research risks associated with using

open-data AI systems versus a closed-data model versus using in-house systems versus systems

that are developed or maintained by vendors, or systems that are just out there collecting data

that's been sliced and diced and potentially made up – these are the fault lines”. 

John agrees with her concerns, stating: “It's the misinformation area that information

professionals have been struggling with for years now could end up accelerating with machine

learning,” which emphasizes the risks associated with AI use.

The podcast also highlights the broader implications of AI across various organizational

functions, including HR, marketing, and sales. Robin provides practical advice on conducting

simple yet effective audits to ensure vendors comply with best practices and policies.

Podcast Highlights:

•  Understanding the importance of auditing AI usage in legal organizations.

•  Key principles for AI auditing: human oversight, transparency, fairness, data privacy, and

security.

•  Practical steps for conducting AI audits.

•  The impact of AI on various business functions and how to mitigate associated risks.

Listeners can tune in to this episode to gain valuable insights and practical strategies for auditing

AI usage in their organizations. For more information and to listen to the podcast, please visit:

https://www.soutron.com/en_us/podcast/ 

About Soutron Global, Inc.

Soutron is a cloud-based, scalable information management system for special collection

libraries, archives, and information hubs. The company is an internationally recognized provider

of information management solutions that make knowledge management effective, saving

corporations time, effort, and money. As a client-driven company with strong, award-winning

leadership dedicated to “Managing Library and Digital Archive Transformation," Soutron Global

partners with special libraries, archives, and information hubs around the globe to transform

their information management with innovative, flexible, and easy-to-use solutions. Our clients'

success is our success, and for over 35 years, we have been dedicated to exceeding their

expectations.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/718880181

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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